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An Editor’s Note: by Blandine Bardeau

Forthcoming Concord Programmes

An invitation
To take on a letter
A compilation of the countless
Boundless hearts of Concord Institute

On Leadership
July 20, 21 & 22

This programme takes an unconventional approach to the subject
of leadership. You will be offered an opportunity to discover and
speak your own vision so that it can be heard by others as an
invitation to participate in turning it into a reality. Using a
combination of interactive dialogue, video feedback and brain
hemisphere synchronisation you will explore how leadership
appears in your life and examine what may be blocking its
expression.

The Foundation Course
starts 11/12 August

The aim of The Foundation Course is to secure the breakthrough
achieved in i Evolve by establishing an integrated body-mind
foundation. Such a foundation enables participants to better
manage their health and well-being, and continue to explore the
endless possibilities that life or evolution has to offer.

JumpStart
August 19 to 25 inclusive

JumpStart is a seven-day residential programme that seeks to
assist people in breaking free of unrewarding and unhealthy
patterns in the areas of nutrition, bodywork, communication and
self-expression. The programme takes place at Oxon Hoath,
Hadlow, Kent.

HeartSpace
Dates to be announced

HeartSpace is a course on human relationships. In particular, it is
about what is made possible when human beings do connect with
each other in an authentic heart-space.

i Evolve
October 5, 6, 7 & 10

i Evolve offers a new engagement with life that is at once
redemptive, yet at the same time acts as a springboard to
catapult our lives into the unknown of evolutionary possibility.

To bring into being some news
A capture
Yes says the heart
And to an Earthy summer
Which starts with food
Always
And about something big
Something beneath us
Something
Anew

A Summer News Party Invitation
Anew
A. new
[Ah-nyoo]
A red butterfly
Red
Flies
On the Earth
And a crow
His wings are
The colours of the rainbow
On the Earth
On our Earth
And Wo. men
And Men
A. men
[Ah. men]

..

“So be it”

Editorial & Forthcoming Concord Programmes

This edition’s cover image is by
Asha Poyzer
If you are interested in becoming
involved with the next newsletter
by contributing articles, artwork,
poems, photographs, projects,
film/book reviews, music or
video, please contact us at:
evolve@concordinstitute.com

To visit the related website page please click on the programme
title or phone 020 7607 1140 if you would like more information.
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Summer

According to Oriental Medicine & Macrobiotics
by Michael Rossoff, L.Ac.

Oriental medicine and macrobiotics offer important insights
for living well during each of the
seasons. It is our responsibility
to harmonise with each season’s
unique climate and energy nature. The best ways to create
this harmony is by adjusting
our diet and lifestyle. If we successfully adapt to the season,
then we not only feel well, but
we also create a momentum
of wellness for moving into the
next season. Otherwise, we are
likely to feel off-balance in subtle or not so subtle ways, which
at first seem annoying but as
time goes on these feelings can
manifest as physical and emotional symptoms.

photograph by Asha Poyzer

The contribution from Oriental
medicine and macrobiotics is
that they describe a powerful
way of seeing and interpreting
reality. They view the seasons
as natural changes from yang
to yin and back again. The usefulness of this way of seeing
nature is that it helps see the
many inter-relationships that
have their own yin-yang qualities. In this way we can find
correlations with the yin-yang
of the body and mind and emotions to the natural rhythms of
seasonal changes. Each season
has a force that emphasises
movement, either upward and
outward or downward and inward. Spring is the beginning of
an upward cycle, which peaks,
or culminates with summer.
Fall begins an inward and cooling direction, which culminates
in winter. Despite variations
such as very hot summers, or
milder-than-usual winters, these
rhythms, or cycles, repeat without fail.
There is another level to the
meaning of seasonal changes.
According to Oriental medicine
our adapting to one season
directly affects our wellness in
the next season. For example,
you may think that you can “get
away” with eating ice cream in

Article

the summer because you do not
feel immediately worse. But the
true test will come in the fall: if
you easily begin having colds or
mucus discharges, then this is
often the result to the summer
time excess.
Many people say that they like
summer most of all because of
its warmth. This brings ease of
movement along with a feeling
of lightness, and even clothing
and footwear are light instead
of heavy or cumbersome. From
Oriental medicine’s perspective,
summer is the most yang season, associated with the Fire element. Many people have a tendency to overheat, which brings
cravings for ice cold beverages
and swimming in pools to cool
down. Another yang quality of
summer is the extended daylight, which gives us opportunities for staying more active and
spending more time outdoors.
The external, seasonal force of
yang during summer pulls our
body’s internal energies to the
surface, giving us more power
in the upper half of the body,
but less inner concentrated
power. Summer is not the best
season for deep, internal healing.
Key decisions for adapting
to warm weather include our
choices in eating, drinking,
cooking styles and use of salt.
Since the summer is the time
of maximum yang, we need
to make the following simple
adjustments to avoid becoming excessively yang. Excessive
yang means becoming easily
angry, upset, agitated, reckless
or manic.
General Food Recommendations:
• Eat less animal foods, especially avoiding meat, poultry
and eggs.
• Eat more vegetables, both
cooked and raw. These
choices will vary with every
month.
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Cooking:
• Use shorter cooking times
with steaming, boiling, quick
sautés, pressed and raw salads.
• Use lower heat, less intense
cooking (flame). Pressure
cooking is not generally advised during summer.
Salting:
• Use less salt, for example,
reduce miso, shoyu and pickles. Ume vinegar is a good
seasoning to use more often.
• Use more herbs (examples:
basil, parsley, thyme, marjoram, lovage, summer savory
and others).
• Use spices sparingly (since
they are heating).
Drinking:
• Do not indulge in sugared
drinks, especially soft drinks,
but also teas and fruit drinks
with fructose, sugar or artificial sweeteners.
• Avoid ice cold drinks. Paradoxically, ice cold foods and
drinks shock the stomach,
and will stimulate it to generate more heat! Cool or room
temperature beverages are
better (and warm and hot are
fine).
• Keep alcohol and fruit juices
moderate.
• Add lemon or lime to teas,
water and to lightly cooked
vegetables and raw salads.
More vinegar in dressings for
vegetables and salads can
also be helpful.
• Good choices for summer
drinks include coconut water;
tulsi tea, corn silk tea, mint
and chamomile teas; vegetable juices.
In Oriental medicine the summer season corresponds to the

Article

Heart, meaning that during
summer the Heart receives the
most concentrated energy for
revitalising its force and health.
Ironically, the heart can also
be most vulnerable during the
summer, with most heart attacks occurring in the summer.
In part this is the result of excess strain on the heart from
too much heat through exercise,
diet or emotions, sun exposure
and stress. If the heart is vulnerable and if lifestyle and emotions are erratic then upsets and
anger can be extreme.

too much alcohol, eat too many
desserts, especially cold foods
or drinks, then we lose the opportunity to reconnect with this
inner voice.

Since summer is the extreme
of yang, it contains within it
the opposite. This opposite is
the forthcoming yin of winter.
Just as we feel the freedom and
lightness of summer, beginning
in late summer and early fall
our energies must gradually but
significantly move towards the
interior for a time of stillness,
deeper healing and regeneraWhile our culture connects
tion. We should be content with
Heart with love and caring, in
having enjoyed the playfulness
Oriental medicine the Heart con- of summer’s nature and emtrols consciousness and governs brace the future for deepening
our awareness of life. When the our vitality and understanding of
heart is disturbed, there can be life. This reminds us that nothinsomnia, changeable or vaciling lasts forever, that change is
lating mind, and a disturbed
the only constant.
ego. The Neijing Su Wen, the
ancient Chinese medical classic,
compares the Heart to an emperor. An emperor has a posiMichael Rossoff, L.Ac. has lived
tion of central importance and is a macrobiotic lifestyle for 43
carefully guarded. Similarly, the years. During these years he
heart cannot be injured directly, has directed macrobiotic educabut only through weaknesses
tions centres, published a magor congestions originating with
azine (MacroMuse), and taught
other organs systems. For exin numerous cities in America,
ample, when Kidney energy is
as well as England, Canada,
weak, there can be palpitations
Europe and Israel. Michael’s first
and phobias. If Liver energy is
macrobiotic studies were with
stagnated, then there can be
Michio Kushi, in Boston in the
high blood pressure and depres- late 1960s, along with shiatsu
sion. So, much of the emphasis
studies with Shizuko Yamamoto,
for healing the heart is discernfollowed by acupuncture studing areas of weakness and takies in England with J.R. Worsley.
ing action to both protect and
Since then Michael has comtreat those concerns.
bined the benefits and wisdom
of both macrobiotic and OrienIn Oriental medicine, the Heart
tal medicine in his approach to
is called the “seat of the spirit”.
healing with both his teaching
This is interpreted as the desire and personal counselling sesto fulfill one’s destiny. The key
sions. Since 1995 Michael has
word is desire, an inner calling
lived in Asheville, North Caroto manifest our unique personal lina, in the south east United
potential, regardless of the obStates where he maintains a
stacles that rise along our jourprivate practice and continues
ney of life. During the summer
his teaching and travels. Please
time we can tune into this deep visit his website for more ininner voice of the spirit to renew formation or to contact Michael
our vision of what we can be
about counselling:
in the world. Often, if we drink
www.MichaelRossoff.com

photograph by Michael Rossoff

• Emphasise the seasonal vegetables (including summer
squash and cucumbers) and
fruits (especially berries early
in the season and melons
later in the summer).
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Recipes
by Melanie Waxman
Tofu Lettuce Wraps

Red Dragon Pie

Puréed sweet vegetable soups are very relaxing and emotionally calming. They help to make you feel more satisfied and crave
fewer sweets.

Ingredients:

1 block tofu cut into rectangles
Corn flour
1/2 cup roasted peanuts chopped
1 tablespoon barley miso
1 tablespoon rice syrup
1 tablespoon mirin
¼ cup water
2 finely cut scallions
1 cup sprouts
Oil for deep frying
Soft lettuce leaves rinsed

1 cup adzuki beans, soaked overnight
1 cup cooked brown rice
2 1/2 cups water
1-2 tablespoons olive oil
1 onion, chopped
2 carrots, finely diced
1 cup winter squash diced
2 cloves garlic, finely chopped
1 teaspoon fresh grated ginger
1 teaspoon chilli peppers (optional)
1-2 tablespoons shoyu
2 tablespoons organic tomato paste
1 teaspoon or so of mixed herbs such as parsley, thyme, oregano
1-2 cups water
4 Japanese sweet potatoes cooked and mashed

Preparation:

Preparation:

Ingredients:

Gently pat the tofu dry with paper or cotton dish towels.
Toss in cornflour.
Heat the oil on a medium flame and then turn it to high.
Deep fry the tofu for a few minutes.
Remove from the oil and place on a paper towel to drain.
Place the tofu, peanuts, sprouts and scallions into a serving dish.
Season with a few drops of shoyu.
Put the miso, rice syrup and mirin into a suribachi. Mix well. You
can add a little water to make a smooth cream.
For a spicy taste, add a dash of 5 spice.
Pour the sauce into a small bowl.
Place the lettuce leaves onto a plate.
Take one leaf; place a few spoonfuls of the tofu mixture in the
middle and add a spoonful of sauce. Lightly wrap and enjoy!

Melanie Waxman’s latest week long Seasonal Kitchen programme
took place in April/May at Concord Institute. We hope you will enjoy cooking from these recipes which were taught on the course.

Gently Fried Rice with Cumin Seeds
Ingredients:

3 cups cooked brown rice
2 tablespoons olive oil
1 teaspoon whole cumin seeds
1 onion finely diced
1 cup frozen peas
Salt

Place the kombu and beans in a pot and bring to a boil. Simmer,
covered, for about 45-50 minutes.
NOTE: This part of the recipe can be done ahead of time or you
can use a can of organic beans!
To continue . . .
Put a large skillet over medium-high heat, add the oil and garlic.
Add the onion and sauté for a minute. Add the carrot and squash
and sauté another minute.
Add the cooked beans and leftover rice, and mix well.
Add the shoyu, tomato puree, chilli pepper, ginger and herbs and
a cup of water.

(continued)

Preparation:

Heat the oil and add the cumin seeds. Stir for about 3 seconds.
Add the onion and sauté for about 3 minutes.
Add the peas and mix through.
Add enough water to cover the bottom of the skillet.
Place the rice on top and season with salt.
Cover with a lid and cook on a high flame for a few minutes.
Remove and mix gently. Serve from the skillet.
The Food Pages
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Charming Chocolate Cake
Ingredients:
Cake

1 cup organic wholewheat pastry flour
1 cup organic unbleached white flour
2 tsp baking powder
1 tsp baking soda
1⁄2 cup cocoa powder
1 tsp orange zest
1 cup water
1⁄2 cup walnut oil
1 1⁄2 cups pure maple syrup
1 tsp apple cider vinegar (such as Bragg’s)
2 tsp pure vanilla extract
1⁄2 tsp salt

Chocolate Glaze

(Red Dragon Pie, continued)
Bring to a boil.
Simmer for about 10 minutes to blend the flavours.
Place the rice and aduki bean mixture in an oiled casserole dish.
Place the sweet potatoes on top.
Bake at 350F for 20 minutes.
Serve garnished with parsley.

1/4 cup maple syrup
3 tablespoons coconut oil
4 tablespoons soya milk
2 tablespoons orange juice
2 tablespoons unsweetened cocoa powder
2 tablespoons grain sweetened chocolate chips
1 teaspoon orange rind
2 tsp vanilla extract

Decoration

2 tablespoons chopped and roasted walnuts
Orange slices

Preparation:

Preheat the oven to 350 F.
Oil a 9-inch spring form pan or place parchment paper on the
bottom.
Sift the flours, baking powder, and baking soda into a bowl.
In a small saucepan over medium heat, dissolve the cocoa powder and orange zest in the water, stirring continuously. When the
cocoa begins to bubble, remove from the heat and pour into another medium bowl.
Add the remaining liquid ingredients and salt to the cocoa, and
whisk until they are well combined.
Pour the liquid ingredients into the dry, and whisk or stir until the
batter is smooth.
Pour the batter into the pan and bake for approximately 25 to 30
minutes or until the cake starts to pull away from the sides of the
pan and a toothpick comes out clean.
Allow to cool.
Meanwhile, place the Glaze ingredients into a pan. Heat on a low
flame until melted.
Mix well and allow to cool. Spoon the Glaze over the cake.
Decorate with orange slices and chopped walnuts.
The Food Pages
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Françoise Auvray
Could you tell me a few
things about yourself, a little bit of your life story, and
what led you to living in London?
I was born in Normandy in 1971
and lived there until I was a
student. As part of my studies I
went to university in Manchester
and then Exeter. I yearned to
live abroad and this was somehow part of my dream. On completing my studies I decided to
look for a job in this country; I
thought it would be a good experience for a few months. After several interviews, I started
working as an insurance broker
in the City in January 1995.
London seemed a very big city
and I felt a bit lost in it. Initially
I lived in Bow in a small flat for
six months.
How did you first get introduced to Concord Institute
and the Being-in-Action programme (now called
i Evolve)?
After a couple of years in London, for various reasons, I became more aware of my wellbeing. I came across a health
book that recommended taking
vegetarian cooking classes. This
advice really resonated with me,
as I loved cooking. I went to
the Community Health Foundation in Old Street (which was
referred to in the book). I was
then living near Hoxton and it
was quite close to the centre.
I was so excited that this place
existed. It was an open day with
a taster of bodywork, cooking
and a discussion on the self-expression programmes available.
Greg Johnson, Sheila Parmar,
Bob Lloyd (cooking teacher) and
Gregor Singleton (staff member) were there. At lunchtime
people were talking about macrobiotics and I asked what it
was. The food was very new to
me and my body loved it. I kept
Interview

using the ingredients and techniques I had been shown that
day for a long time. I started
cooking more, progressively
changing what I was eating,
looking up books on macrobiotics. Another world was opening
up.

interviewed by Blandine Bardeau

On the day I visited The Community Health Foundation, I
enrolled on Being-in-Action: I
thought I really wanted to do
some cooking classes, but there
were none at the time and Donal Cox (Enrolment Manager),
told me about Being-in-Action.
I had my own family issues and
it seemed just the right time
and place to explore these. It
seemed scary, but I knew that
this appointment with myself
was overdue. I always remember the date I enrolled: 14 February 1998 - it was the best
date ever!
You have a real passion for
food and cooking. Would you
like to tell us about that?
When I was a child, every Saturday morning I would go to
the market with my Mum. I
was always mesmerised by it. I
loved the early morning, when
it was not crowded yet. The air
was fresh, the stalls filled up
with beautiful produce. Some
displays grabbed my attention
more than others: the endless
rows of fishmongers’ stalls with
so many different types of fish
and seafood; live crabs, shiny
mussels.... the vegetable & fruit
stalls, with beautiful rows of
melons, peaches, tomatoes....
the woman who sold fresh
cream and cream cheese she
made herself, the cheesemonger with huge wheels of Gruyere
and huge mounds of butter. My
Mum would buy 1kg of butter at
a time, wrapped in white paper. There was the horsemeat
butcher I was a bit scared of.
At times there was a baker sell-

Francoise Auvray first came into contact with Concord Institute
in 1998 and has since participated in many programmes, taking on production and teaching roles and spending some time
on staff. Her passion is cooking and she is now cooking facilitator for The Foundation Course. Blandine Bardeau asked her
about her early life and journey with Concord Institute.

ing the most beautiful woodfired sourdough bread, lightly
browned; I can still remember
the flavour. There was another
part to the market where individuals, mostly retired people,
sold produce from their gardens
and laid it directly on a sheet on
the ground: unusual varieties of
apples in a small recycled plastic
bag; a small handful of beans,
just enough for a meal, in an
empty sugar box; a small bunch
of garden flowers wrapped in a
piece of newspaper; a couple of
young rabbits; chicks…. This is
where my Mum got very small
pears to bake in the oven with
red wine, cinnamon and sugar.
You could just pick them and eat
them whole with the lovely dark
red syrup. I could carry on…

the Orne, a remote part of Normandy, very green with a lot of
forest. There were two kitchens:
the small upstairs one by the
dining room and the downstairs
one… huge, with a cupboard
full of preserves, a long table,
shelves with big pans and pots,
a little dark and mysterious. She
used to make the best rabbit
paté and my Mum still makes
it following her recipe. I would
sometimes go with her to feed
the chickens but I also recall being there when she killed them.
As her bosses were away when
we visited, we would eat in the
big dining room with the special
china and for me this was another world.

My Mum also spoke of her
grandmother and father from
My Mum cooked every day bewhom she learned to cook, and
cause convenience food was
the neighbour from North Africa
rare and expensive anyway. So I from whom she learned how to
was used to being in the kitchen make couscous in the sixties.
with her, wanting to help her
cook the huge stacks of galSo, I think that all of this, someette (buckwheat pancakes) she how, and much more, which I
would make for all of us; she
am not conscious of, is part of
would have three frying pans
me and has given me a strong
going all at once. I started with
connection to being around food
making cakes with one of my
and cooking.
older sisters. The kitchen was
a good place to talk; I always
It’s really great to see you
remember standing by my Mum share your love of cooking
in front of the stove, telling her
through facilitating on The
my terrible marks in Maths as
Foundation Course. How did
I started secondary school and
it happen for you?
her reassuring, loving words,
that it was ok and that I would
When I think about it, I can see
do better next time. I can still
that indeed it happened to me
recall the relief and the warmth rather than I made it happen.
in my heart. I recall the view of I think life had plans for me I
the gas hob just in front of me!
had not thought of (David Norris says something like: life has
My Godmother came to visit
bigger plans for you than you
us in the summer and would
can think of yourself). I just
treat us occasionally to cakes
loved (and still do) assisting in
in a patisserie. This was really
the Concord kitchen. I felt in
special, as when you are a fam- my heart that I really wanted
ily of eight you can’t take your
to learn, really learn, no matkids out to eat and you don’t go ter what. So I just showed up,
and buy cakes for ten. We used and continued to show up, and
to go and visit her where she
showed up more. Sometimes
worked, in a large mansion in
it was great, sometimes hard.
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(Françoise Auvray interview continued)

I did not have a plan to teach.
I also assisted around the enrolment and production of programmes and this has given me
a really good training for being
in the kitchen.

more fullfilling.

Interview

Summer Field, Essex by Françoise Auvray

Teaching on The Foundation
Course is no ordinary cooking class. The intention of The
Foundation Course around cooking is to support the breakIn 2002/03, I participated in the through of i Evolve by engaging
in an enquiry about food and
Concord Culinary School training over four terms of ten weeks our relationship with it. By experiencing and cooking natueach. My body was learning,
ral foods we can develop more
absorbing the preparations, the
sensitivity as to how foods,
food and energy of the class,
eating and cooking styles afover and over again.
fect us, physically, emotionally
and energetically. It’s a life-long
I kept assisting Concord’s Culinary School teacher, Jean Torné, enquiry. As we cook together in
the sessions we also learn about
in the cooking classes as well
as attending and assisting at all ourselves. A cooking class can
the classes from the other guest trigger a lot!
cooking teachers. Each time
I am grateful that Jean Torné,
I was reminded about something I had forgotten or learned and also Greg and Sheila, have
had the seeing and the patience
something I did not know. I
to let me grow into becoming a
would go home after a day asfacilitator. I realise how much
sisting and would start cooking
patience, generosity and openbecause I was so inspired, so
ness of heart one needs to let
excited.
others grow. I see this now.
I also saw a lot about myself:
my reactivity, anger, fear of get- It is amazing to see other people showing up in the space and
ting things wrong, etc.
taking it on. We simply carry the
baton that was handed to us,
A few years ago, Jean Torné
invited me to teach a session of the gifts of macrobiotic cooking
and transformation, to hand to
the introductory evening classes. It was not easy: working out the next person. I don’t see myhow to organise the class, what self as a chef or a great cook. I
just practise and love it. Someto demonstrate, what to focus
times I am tired and I cook less
on, etc. I learned and continue
but I still cook most days. On
to learn each time I facilitate.
reflection, I am amazed how
Some dishes that work so well
much I have discovered about
normally can turn out very different in a class. I realise I can’t food and cooking over the last
fourteen years, how much I
control everything. After these
have grown and how much
first teaching experiences, a
more I can learn. I really had no
few Foundation Courses ago,
idea where life would take me...
Jean invited me to teach a sesI recently got married to Ian,
sion of The Foundation Course
and as he started working more I continue to work as an insurance broker as well as being
regularly in Switzerland I found
myself, over time, becoming the a cooking teacher. It does not
have to be ‘either/or’. I don’t
main cooking facilitator. It all
happened organically somehow! really know where life will take
me next and I get that maybe
I feel involved very differently
I don’t really need to plan, just
now and it’s not as daunting as
show up for what matters to
I had imagined it would be. I
me... a little scary, or maybe
can feel that I have made mybeautiful?
self more available for it, I can
participate more fully and it’s
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Spring Cooking Intensive
with Melanie Waxman
reviewed by Jess Lehmann

These are the words that I found
myself uttering as our week long
Spring Cooking Intensive with
Melanie Waxman drew to a close
on the Saturday afternoon. Concord Institute had been, during
that week, a welcoming space
which we inhabited together in
order to eagerly enquire into
what was possible when you
place knives, chopping boards,
pots, pans and a delicious array
of ingredients into the hands of
was a forum where we could
people whose intention it was to discuss the attributes of differexperiment and create.
ent foods and the composition
of a meal. Melanie was always
The results were nourishing and light in her approach, guiddelicious, with everything from
ing us to consider why steama Vegetarian Chilli, enriched
ing or blanching might bring a
with seitan, to Apple Strudel
light quality to our food, whilst
Pie passing our lips. Whilst we
the process of sautéeing could
chopped and munched our way
imbue what we were preparthrough the week, we paused
ing with the very energy that
to confer with each other about
was running through our bodhow we wanted vegetables to
ies. As she circulated the room
be prepared, how we wanted
tasting and answering questo cook our dishes and how the
tions, she encouraged us to ride
contents of each bowl and pot
the wave of intuition and nurtasted. Maybe the feeling of
ture our instinct when it came
connectivity which grows beto how long something should
tween you and the people with
bubble away for, or how much
whom you cook and eat is a relic shoyu we would season with.
from our ancestors. I can see
Rather than there being any
them now hunting and foraging
‘right’ or ‘wrong’, there was the
together for their ingredients
opportunity to see how things
before sinking into the process
turned out. There was a liberatof preparing a meal, squatted
ing sense that even if your cake
around a fire. We didn’t have
was overcooked you had learnt
to search Finsbury Park for berto monitor it that little bit more
ries, but being present to those
closely next time.
around you whilst investing in
the creation of something essen- Melanie bought warmth to the
tial to our very survival brought
room with anecdotes about her
a powerful sense of community
children, all seven of whom she
and purpose to the room.
bought up on a macrobiotic diet.
She referenced an idea she had
The beginning of each session
for a book she’d always wanted

Events Reviews

to write – “The Zen of My Chopping Board” – and spoke with
animation about the balance and
cohesion that you might bring
to your life through keeping the
board clean, and your cooking
area tidy. Whilst in the Concord
kitchen I always manage to access the part of myself which
values order and cleanliness.
At home another part of Jess
sometimes takes the stage – the
part which cooks up a storm,
leaving wreckage similar to that
left by Hurricane Katrina behind
me. I started to see the board in
a different light. I became more
present to the way I was using
my knife, and questioned why I
had a tendency to tap (or even
bang) the wooden spoon on the
side of my pot. Back home in
my kitchen I bring more presence to every process that I go
through, allowing my cooking to
take on a more meditative, flowing quality.
Different moods marked the
different days as if there were
clouds above us being blown
into one formation after another, setting the scene for our
class – sometimes wispy and
wild, sometimes fluffy and jovial. The Saturday full day session felt playful. We prepared
a vibrant squash pasta sauce,
and beautiful steamed leeks
with a dressing of tahini and
mustard that was so good our
group couldn’t help but dip our
fingers into the bowl to taste
its creamy goodness. I could
feel myself as the child I once
was – the one who stirred my
Mum’s Bolognese sauce on the
stove, made biscuits cut into
letters spelling my name, and
greedily licked the spoon when

photographs by Kevin Helas

“Cooking with friends and making friends through cooking.”
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(Spring Cooking Intensive review continued)

we made a cake. The room was
filled with a powerful sense of
joy, which was heightened as
we pounded the sweet rice into
mochi in the afternoon. It was
noisy – the Tensegrity group
upstairs gracefully accepted that
when it comes to mochi, this is
unavoidable. We laughed and
smiled throughout the session,
and rejoiced in the meal we had
prepared as we sat down to eat
together one last time.
Throughout the week we were
blessed with support from an
amazing team of assistants
and, of course, Kevin Helas who
held the space for us ensuring a
sense of calm was maintained. I
would like to offer a huge thanks
to everyone who was there. Not
only because they ensured that
we were equipped with all the
ingredients we needed, carefully measured into bowls which
made you feel like you were on
your own cookery show, but for
sitting and enjoying our meals
with us. Each of them bringing a
friendly smile and good conversation to the table so that when
we sat together you felt you
were at a family dinner.

photographs by Kevin Helas

My intention for taking part in
Melanie’s course was to further explore and expand on the
wholefood cooking skills that
I’d come to embrace during my
recent Foundation Course. The
Concord kitchen was, throughout those months, a place of
magic for me, a place where my
creativity flowed freely through
my body and my feet settled
solidly into the ground. By ‘doing’ you are nurturing the part
of yourself which deals with
remembering. Not in the same
way you remember the dates
of the Second World War or the
Battle of Hastings – through
your will to recall them. Here it
was the muscles that were programmed to chop and stir in a
particular way, and the smells
that were etched into your nervous system. Going through this
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process with the support of a
teacher, in the same way that
you undertake Transformation
with the support of your facilitators and fellow participants,
provides you with a strong
framework upon which you can
start to build. As the week progressed, you witness the cookery practice of those around you
develop. Personalities were expressed in the way that the food
tasted and even in how it was
presented on the table.
I could feel my intention within
me throughout the course. It
went beyond the intention to
explore, though, and to a place
where I started to feel into the
food and into my cooking. The
tangible connection between the
love we can bring to each others’ lives and the food we cook
for each other was poignantly
evident to me, and when I left
on the Saturday having received
an email from a very dear, lifelong friend to let me know that
her father had suffered a huge
stroke and the prognosis for his
recovery was not promising,
I invited her to my house for
lunch two days later. I cooked
the wonderful Red Dragon Pie
which Melanie had introduced
us to. Rich and creamy. Comforting. Leeks with that divine
tahini dressing we had revelled
in licking from our fingers a few
days before. The Cashew Cream
and Stewed Apples – sweet
and poignant, having been slow
cooked. We ate and cried together, and she left with a box
of food for her mother, sent with
my love and the hope which I
had poured into each dish as I
stirred it that morning. Cooking
with friends. Cooking for friends.
Making friends when you cook
and providing love and support for those most important
to you through a beautiful plate
of reds, oranges, browns and
greens. As with everything you
come into contact with through
Concord, Melanie’s course was
more than simply cooking.
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i Evolve
reviewed by Ethnea Scannell

So it was that on a bright spring
morning I headed towards
Thane Works, guided in with
cheery check-in calls along the
way.
It felt a bit like boarding a
plane. Something about the
way the chairs were set out (the
image of a wing span comes to
mind).
And our two facilitators: pilot at
the front, co-pilot at the back.
And a churning inside, fear with
an edge of excitement. A sense
that something was going to
happen here… something was
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going to take off. What I didn’t
know was whether I’d be soaring off into clear blue skies… or
crash-landing!

So I’d just like to share how it
is for me now looking back two
months on. Was it really only
two months ago?!

The first day was settling in,
finding allies, sussing out the
process. Then the sharings began and a subtle shift occurred
in the group dynamic. Bodies
and chairs shifted round the
more to listen intently, supporting each other with our ears and
eyes.

Yes, it does seem like a different
time now. Like I’ve stepped into
a parallel universe where I’m
still basically the same person
and, at the same time, completely different!

Guided with wise words and poetry and, all the while, boundaries creating a space for us
to have the courage to reveal
ourselves and (we hoped) take
flight.
Supported with nourishing exquisite food carefully prepared
and served to us (the aircraft
analogy falls flat here - I have
never tasted food like this on an
airplane!).
And, as it happens, for me
it was neither soaring to the
heights or coming down with a
bang - it was a process in which
there were lift-offs, bumpy bits,
“Whoops, I’m about to crash
land” feelings, and so on.
To be honest the actual process is all a bit of blur now. I
think what actually occurred at
i Evolve was just the beginning,
the start up.

So what’s different? I think it’s
how I see myself. Which is more
compassionately and there is
something stirring inside which
every now and then comes bubbling up to the surface… bubbles of joy, I’d say. Undoubtedly
there have been painful revelations too.
But for me the revealing of pain
has brought moments of exquisite joy too, which I find wonderfully expressed in the following lines of William Blake, who
I shall leave to conclude this
piece.

“Joy and woe are woven fine,
a clothing for the soul divine:

photograph by Françoise Auvray

At the beginning of March this
year my son invited me to a
weekend course that he had
done and found to be very helpful. I had certainly noticed a
difference in him. Feeling a bit
stuck at the time and wanting
to show a bit of family solidarity, I agreed… to think about it.
A few phone calls later from my
son and Sheila Parmar left me
in no doubt that a definite answer was required here… ASAP.
Digging my heels in a bit, I dithered over the logistics of getting
to London in the middle of my
working week (Ha! Here was
the get out clause). My escape
plan, however, was foiled by the
discovery that I had two weeks
annual leave which had to be
taken before the end of March...
it was a sign.

Under every grief and pine
runs a joy with silken twine
And when this we rightly know,
safely through the world we go.”
Auguries of Innocence
William Blake
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The Foundation Course
reviewed by Charlotte Hopper

This is the story of the spring
Foundation Course. When twenty human beings came together
to wrestle through the dredges
of our lives and the delights of
our existence, working to create
a new path that would lead us
out into the world on the other
side.
Of course that is probably not
quite what any of us were thinking when we rocked up! I had
chosen not to enrol on The
Foundation Course directly after my i Evolve programme, not
because it didn’t sound interesting, but because it appeared
as fact to be completely unaffordable and impractical. In
July, I knew it just was not for
me. By November, my stomach
knew different. Money, time
and hundreds of miles between
the course and I still remained,
but they had somehow grown
smaller in the shadow of a new
possibility.
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I read recently that when you
are transformed, the whole
world is transformed, because
it is simply a reflection. I’m
not sure how to define ‘transformation’, but I do know that
somewhere within ten weeks of
exploration into our kitchens,
bodies, hearts and minds, a new
experience of ourselves and the
world subtly began to emerge.
The Foundation Course is a
carousel of mirrors, the different practices revealing to each
participant their own patterns,
again and again. For me one of
the first things to appear everywhere was disastrous interactions with commitments in
time - it took until my fourth
coaching call to (a) remember it
and (b) be on time! Luckily my
coach didn’t give up, because
it was through those consistent
conversations my experiences
were threaded together to become realisations and breakthroughs.
Subtle in part, The Foundation
Course is in fact a very forceful programme. It takes you
out into your life to battle with
patterns and homework alike,
and then pulls you back into the
centre to work through it all and
probably shake up something
new at the same time. This
dynamic between the individual
isolated self and the synchronised supported collective lies
at the heart of the programme.
Participants, coaches, production and facilitation team - the
unified whole generates the
power that makes the three
months possible.

It’s a testament to the individual’s all consuming concern for
the self, but it wasn’t until two
thirds into the program that a
realisation of and responsibility
for our collectiveness dawned
among my fellow participants
and me. So blind-sided in our
own stories and experiences, it
came like a smack in the face.
On the third weekend (there are
four spaced over the 3 months)
one of our fellow participants
dropped out. It took one day
and one sober dialogue session for the penny to get space
enough to drop, but her departure triggered what I believe
was our most significant breakthrough.
Not simply a gathering of individuals, we were a collective worth more than the sum
of its parts. In a new light we
returned into our lives for the
week, but this time not alone.
Present to each other and ourselves as a unit, the final few
weeks of the course had a very
different energy. How it was
that we were to lose another
participant just before the final
weekend, I don’t think any of
those remaining knew. What
was notable is how much more
attuned and accountable to our
loss we were collectively. In one
of the most beautiful experiences of my life, our course ended
by acknowledging each other,
in the fullness of each others’
presence. I would like now to
acknowledge each and every
one of them once again.
It was maybe a week after the
course had ended that I was
asked to write this piece. Somewhere inside my body leapt,

instinctively knowing there was
something in it for me. But like
that same gut feeling that enrolled me in The Foundation
Course, it vanished when my
fear showed up. I had no idea
what write about, or why I even
felt I wanted to do it.
It has been a week in the writing, a week after I said I’d have
it done, and I now see why my
stomach knew what my head
didn’t. Somehow amid the business of life, the magnitude of
what The Foundation Course
meant to me and the beauty
of those experiences had been
lost. In writing this, I made a
space to feel the gravity of The
Foundation Course as a landmark in my life. I am grateful.
Although the parameters of the
possible are now ever expanding, it has not come easy. Far
from a peaceful process, writing these words before you has
not been much of a Zen-ed out
reflection time. It has had me
blind in the grips of my story,
and forced me to call upon a
network of support of friends at
Concord to help me take ownership and get through my shit,
yet again. Five thousand miles
down this same road, I’m on
the coach again to London to
assist. Writing this article has
allowed me to see that completing The Foundation Course was
the beginning of the journey,
not the end. Good job I’m not at
it alone.
p.s. I’d like to thank newsletter editor Blandine Bardeau, for
giving me the chance to see my
power, and be active in opportunity.
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If I’m going to write an honest
article, there’s nowhere else to
start but with an admission that
it has been the biggest damn
struggle to get these words to
you. In February I began The
Foundation Course, my intention, to overcome my story of
powerlessness and be active in
opportunity. Commuting from
Leeds every week, I travelled
5,000 miles up and down the
same road only to find myself
somewhere quite different from
where I had started. Today is
May 14th, and although the fear
of writing this gripped my body
in that all too familiar feeling
of my story, a new power has
emerged from within it.

Power, Intent and Evolution
When I finished the four-day
Power, Intent & Evolution (PIE)
residential programme I thought
‘it would be great to get this on
paper’.

I entered the building – these
feelings all dissipated as I was
welcomed by some friendly
faces. After some housekeeping essentials I wandered up to
my room – a shared room which
took me back to my childhood.
I had a lovely room-mate who
was always there when I needed
her and I had space too when it
was necessary.

middle of nowhere and it was
idyllic.

Breakfasts at Croydon Hall were
three course meals by themselves, choosing whether to
As I am sure you can imagine,
have hot porridge with warmed
writing about experiences is
sultanas, miso soup, an
difficult; those occasions cannot
omelette, toast or indeed all the
be put into words.
options together. Drinks were
just as plentiful – teas (so many
But here goes...
to choose from), filter coffee,
The drive to Croydon Hall, Som- After some more exploring I
milk, orange juice, water. The
erset, was quite an adventure.
found myself in the dining room. dining area was quite crowded
I got in the car with an idea of
Waiting were the familiar teas
but in a really good, energetic
where I was going. ‘Head West’
of Concord, a delicious soup and way; everyone was pleasant
I thought, so I did! As with most some toasted bread with goat’s
and friendly.
tricky journeys, the end of the
cheese. I had cut out cheese so
drive proved the most momenthis was an extremely welcome
After breakfast we would all distous. Navigating single track
treat.
perse and regroup for a touch of
roads, interacting with local
Tensegrity – this I must say was
people and then driving onto the Waking up on the morning of
truly magical and, as we moved
roof of an eco-house crowded
the first day, the sun was shinthrough the four days, the mowith cats; all of this preceded
ing, the birds singing and the
mentum of these movements
my arrival at Croydon Hall.
view from our room was amazand passes became part of me.
ing. The rolling landscape, the
They enabled me to have the
It was very late when I arrived
absolutely perfect trees (it was
ability to regain energy that had
and the warmly lit building had
as if they had been professionbeen dispersed or blocked back
a feeling of comfort and restful- ally painted or even drawn by
to the centre of my core to be
ness about it. With a frazzled
a child), the horizon was so far
available again.
face and some awkwardness,
away – we were definitely in the
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We were given the opportunity
to take breaks and sit out in the
sunshine, whether it was on the
bench, the swing, the wall or
even lying on the grass. There
were great trees to climb, a Zen
garden which held a type of
sandpit with a rake that could
be used to make patterns in
the sand. From whatever position you looked, the views were
amazing. The atmosphere of
Croydon Hall and its grounds
was alive and fresh.
During the four days the dialogue sessions were phenomenal; having a connection with
the facilitators compounded this
experience. The learning that I
have taken from these sessions
has given me new ways of being, a real excitement for the
future.
Our days were being taken up
with equal measures of dialogue
and Tensegrity, along with the
welcome addition of exquisite
dishes which were a delight on
the palate, the result of these

PIE portions awakened the taste
buds, the body and the mind.
We completed each day having
a session of evening meditation
which proved to be extremely
relaxing and just the right preparation for a night’s sleep.

In the last few years that train
had picked up speed and it was
hurtling along at a tremendous
rate (it’s making me feel anxious just writing this) to what I
only could imagine would be a
disastrous end.

As a little girl I remember thinking ‘there’s something or someone missing’, more something
and I didn’t know what it was.
However I felt close to it during
this time; a sort of comfort – of
things making sense in a nonsensical way.

Starting with i Evolve, then The
Foundation Course and now
participating in PIE has enabled
me to slow the train down. I’m
still on the tracks (sometimes
I do come off the rails – but, I
am able to get back on and the
train hasn’t even moved, in fact
it’s waiting for me).

During my PIE I covered an awful lot of ground. I had relived
parts of my life that I hadn’t
thought of for years (like in
films when you see someone
dying and their life flashes before them). I was experiencing
that – quite a unique place to
be.
PIE gave me that insight,
time to think and act. I feel as
though I’ve been on a train and
come off the rails on occasions.

I don’t know what’s ahead. I
don’t want to know. What I do
know is that this train will go as
fast or as slow as I want it to. In
fact, having written that, I have
no control over this train – and
neither do I want to be in control.
The phrase from the programme
which still resonates through me
is: ‘Take Full Responsibility, with
No Control’.
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Cosmic Desert by Ales Marek

reviewed by Claire Bellingham

Second Time Around
Basic Alchemy reviewed by Blandine Bardeau

And the heart beats. And the
mind stays baffled by the
amount of information that
seems to us, Westerners, a
very long way away. Leaving on
the shelf the usual generative/
structural paradigm, the Concordian group (plus one) starts
to quickly feel more like a pool
of Westerners who have grownup watching too much TV, porn,
have eaten too many McVities
for breakfast (yes, I used to eat
them for breakfast… a long time
ago) and have forgotten what
it’s like to listen to the sound of
the wind. “The body knows exactly how much salt you need”,
says Michael. Apparently, this
man is telling us that our heads
have been screwed on top of
this thing called ‘body’ which is
separate from the ego, and it’s
supposed to tell me how much
salt I am meant to put in these
vegetables, to suit itself, nourish
itself. He also says it all depends
on what time of the day, the
year, the month… whether it’s a
full or new moon, and whether
the bees have had enough sleep!
This man must be crazy. By
this time we are all sweating,
dripping I should say, trying to
run the marathon like headless
chickens.
It was very hot indeed.
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So much information, even for a
second time around for me, that
the mind goes spinning, and yet
there is a deep feeling that it is
also very simple and clear, and
that my body does indeed understand it. In a remote ancient
place that Michael has facilitated
the revival of, or should I say,
the resurrection of, with great
patience, wisdom and humour.
The glimpses of “non-understanding” (which ultimately is
the only way to understand) you
can catch once your mind stops
talking, analysing, desperate to
understand whilst simultaneously wanting to be right, leave
you with a deep sense of silence,
peacefulness and beauty. And as
soon as you hold it too tight, the wrong; rather it is grey - there is always Yin in Yang & Yang in Yin.
bodily knowingness, the non-doBut how can something non-substantial also be tangible? And how
ing, disappears in an instant.
can something mysterious be material and substantial all at once?
How can something soft and passive be contractive?
So how did we forget? How
come we threw it all away in
This is where the mind rings the alarm bells again, and that is beexchange for all of the junk we
cause Chinese philosophy wholly embraces paradox, which we usueat, watch, talk about, think,
ally avoid, preferring its little brother, Mr Problem.
listen to?

diagram by Blandine Bardeau

Once a year, an ancient wisdom
comes to visit Concord Institute through Michael Rossoff’s
lifetime of experience studying
Chinese Philosophy, Traditional
Medicine and Macrobiotics. One
swiftly understands that stripping away all prejudices and
misunderstandings, fears and
desires becomes the only way
one could possibly comprehend
the depth of the Ancient Chinese
wisdom. And the mind goes: “So
this must mean this about me!
Surely. Michael says so”; “Am I
doing it right? Tell me Michael,
what am I doing wrong?”.

Well my gut feeling (or should
I say, Dantian feeling) is that it
has something to do with that
yellow square, the Earth, in the
middle of this diagram. In brief,
the Chinese describe humans
as living between Heaven (the
skies, not to be confused with
the after death paradise) and
Earth. Heaven and Earth are
made up of two opposite energies, the Yin (Earth, feminine,
intuition, passive, night, moon,
cold, soft, blood, matter, substantial, mysterious, contraction etc.) and the Yang (Heaven,
masculine, intellect, active, day,
sun, hot, hard, head, energy,
spirit, non-substantial, tangible,
expansion etc.), within which
all opposites can freely exist.
The two energies complement
each other and make up all that
is in the world and in the whole
universe. Life is not black and
white, good or bad, right or

In Chinese Philosophy, we all come from Oneness, the Tao. A book
written some 2,500 years ago by Lao Tzu, called the Tao Te Ching
(The Virtuous Natural Way), gives us a way to apply the Tao, compiled in 81 simple little chapters. It is a most alive and dynamic
book of wisdom, as it recognises its very own limited nature: “This
book is no different from other books” says Lao Tzu “in that it is a
dead thing, but you can bring it to life if you put into practice what
is written in it”. What is Chinese Traditional Medicine? A wise way
of applying the Tao to a not-so-harmonious-anymore human body.
Here is a handpicked treasure from the Tao Te Ching (Chapter 21):
“The greatest virtue you can have
comes from following only the Tao;
which takes a form that is intangible and evasive.
Even though the Tao is intangible and evasive,
We are able to know it exists.
Intangible and evasive, yet it has a manifestation.
Secluded and dark, yet there is a vitality within it.
Its vitality is very genuine.
Within we can find order.
Since the beginning of time, the Tao has always existed.
It is beyond existing and not existing.
How do I know where creation comes from?
I look inside myself and I see it.”

So, where does Macrobiotics
stand in all of this? It is Chinese
Traditional Medicine and Philosophy taken into the realm of
foods; to simplify, the Yin and
Yang of foods paired with wholefood cooking and limited intake
of animal foods. Which is great,
because Chinese Traditional
Medicine does not mention foods
anywhere in the texts that we
have. That was a brilliant and
very powerful idea that a Japanese citizen, George Ohsawa,
introduced; and it spread and it
spread...
Together with one little strange
idea, I would even say problem.
A brief explanation for the ones
who aren’t so familiar with the
dilemma: the Macrobiotics Yin
and Yang is different from the
Chinese Philosophy and Chinese
Traditional Medicine’s one. In
Macrobiotics, Yin is the expansive energy, aethereal, spirit,
and Yang is the contractive,
worldly, material. And that, as
we’ve seen before, is the opposite of its mother, Chinese
Philosophy. A dangerous idea,
in my view, as it takes the feminine away from the Earth, from
the material, from blood, food
and from the mystery of life. An
idea that to me, has an old and
familiar aftertaste, that the feminine is somehow considered as
being evasive, vague, incomprehensible, erratic like the Moon,
and not to be listened to. It is, I
think, an interpretation of Chinese Philosophy that does not
include the mysterious power of
the Yang within the Yin and the
depth of paradox. Instead, we all
comprehend, use and consume
on a daily basis an extreme Yang
energy with a suffocating Yin
within, when perhaps we should
learn to listen and use our Yin
which beholds a different type
of Yang, a softer Yang, yet paradoxically a stronger Yang. We
bought into the idea that magic

only exists out in the aether,
far from us, from here, from
our Mother Earth and its Moon.
Rather, we’ve based our calendar on the Sun, a further, hotter, bigger heavenly body. We’ve
burnt our wings trying to reach
the stars and God, we’ve made
our homes within the skies. For
an easier understanding for the
West (George Ohsawa said that
an Eastern wisdom wouldn’t be
understood in the West), the Tao
is not let free to breathe through
Macrobiotics.
I do not wish to take away from
the tremendous positive action
that Macrobiotics has undertaken in the realm of foods and
its link to our spiritual life, our
hearts and the unfolding of our
lives. I think it needs to be taken
further, to be transformed, yet
again, like all things.
Thank you Michael, Thank you
Zoe, Thank you Sheila, Thank
you Greg and Thank you Concord for always bringing into
being amazing courses that challenge us and our ways of seeing
and thinking.
“Know the masculine,
but keep to the feminine:
and become a watershed
to the world.”
Extract from Chapter 28

The quotes have been taken
from one of many translations of
the Tao Te Ching:
Translated by John H McDonald,
Published in 2009 by
Arcturus Publishing, London.
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On Being the Registrar
by Zoe Waller
still asleep, or at least I did, and
then you have to wake up so
you can be part of something
so great and so amazing that
you can get the breakthrough
in what ever aspect of your life
you are stuck in.

If you don’t know what the Registrar does it might be useful
However I wouldn’t change the
place I am in nor the experience at this point to give you a brief
of what happened, as I can feel ‘job’ description. Once someone registers for a programme,
that a part of myself that was
frozen and numbed out has now the Registrar is the person who
started to become available and takes care of them until they sit
in their seat on the morning of
thaw out, which is worth all the
the first day. This includes senddiscomfort and upheaval.
ing out and collecting forms,
I have been Registrar on a num- taking balances, answering
any queries or concerns they
ber of occasions, not just for
may have, keeping in contact
i Evolve but for Jumpstart and
with the link person who inThe Foundation Course. I had
vited them into the programme,
not held the space of i Evolve
Registrar for about a year - that generating a “Hello Call” team,
assisting participants with lois until I got the invitation from
Sheila Parmar last November to gistics including travel and accommodation, and then making
be Registrar for the March
sure the Production team have
i Evolve. The pull to registracorrect lists of names and spelltion for me is a big one, as I
ings for those all important atlike the structural training that
tendance, contact and dietary
I get and I find it really integrates well into my working life. requirements lists.
Everything has to be so specific
In theory this all sounds pretty
and detailed, and each time I
straightforward. And it really
learn what it takes to put an
event like i Evolve together, how can be. However, when you are
in the space at Concord you
to be around others and how
know that at any given time
switched on and present I need
your character can show up and
to be so that I can be available
the training you acquire is to
to people who have not yet experienced the event. The stakes learn how to get out of the way
so that you can go beyond the
are so high, as you are dealing
limitations of your character to
with people who have not yet
achieve something extraordientered into the Concord space
nary.
and are not yet familiar with
such an impersonal space, to a
For me, and especially in this
particular way of working and
process, I have met facets of
the attention to detail that is
myself that I like to keep so
called for.
under wraps that it felt like a
stealth Ninja attack when they
In order to wake up, you need
surfaced and what became apto experience how much cerparent is that I can longer protain aspects of your being are
Article

too easily and I got caught out
by the thought that it was going to be an easy ride until the
morning of the 16th March. That
thought, looking back now, was
my downfall. From there on in
I started to miss really small
but intricate details, especially
during the Hello Call process:
for example one digit of a telephone number noted down
incorrectly and given to my
Hello Call team, which meant
that a call couldn’t be arranged
for over 24 hours. In the everyday world this can happen
and, sure, you don’t think too
much of it, but when you’re at
Concord it illuminates a being
who is not fully conscious and
can effect the programme in an
energetic, stalling way.
Somehow I managed and, looking back, I am not quite sure
how, as by this point I was a
gibbering wreck on the inside
but to those who I had registered a seemingly together human being. I got the Hello Call
process complete and recorded
the necessary details to be
handed over to the Production
Team on the Thursday night before the programme. After this
job all that is left to do would be
to arrive on Friday morning at
8:00am and intend that everyject this person who likes to
that Concord takes care of peoone get to the Centre on time at
maintain an illusion of having
ple. In previous experiences I
8.30am for the session to start
everything together. Instead I
found talking to people the most
at 9:00am.
had to evaporate away whilst
challenging part of the role and
still holding a space and take
would stutter and stumble over
After leaving the centre on
care of all those who had regis- my words, but it was a pleasant
Thursday night I went home to
tered.
surprise to find out that this was
sleep, set my alarm for 6:00am
no longer as big an issue for
and drifted off. The next thing I
From December to the middle
me.
knew, I had woken up in a blind
end of February this year the
panic – it was 7.45am!!!!!!!!!!!!
process of being Registrar was
By the beginning week of March
I couldn’t believe it. My anxifine. I was more comfortable
I had received back all the Regety levels exploded and I was
on the phone with participants
istration Forms and had taken
in horror mode. I have never
and happier to talk to those who the final few balances. Things
woken up late for an i Evolve.
were not familiar with the way
seemed to be cruising a little
I called the Production Man-

ager and explained what had
happened. I got some direct
coaching: “Leave the drama out
and just get into the space”. I
tied my hair back, grabbed my
toothbrush and ran out of the
house. On the street I hailed a
taxi and the driver seeing the
state that I was in did his best
to calm me down whilst driving like a madman to get me to
Finsbury Park in ten minutes. “I
cannot believe it”, I thought to
myself. Everything was going so
well at the beginning! I got into
the centre, grabbed the folder of
Registration Forms that needed
to be signed by the participants
and sat at the registration table.
It was 08:07am. The first participant arrived at 08:15am. “By
the skin of my teeth”, I thought
to myself, “This has been horrible!”.
After the last participant arrived
I stayed until lunchtime. By this
point I had gone completely
into my head about how much
of a shockingly rubbish job I
had done. I had never made
these mistakes before, and I
have stayed in this space for a
good long while – which, looking back, isn’t such a bad thing
as I have got to see an intricate
pattern that plays out continuously which I have not managed
to get a lot of distance from
until now. I can really see how
much I make these things mean
about me! And how I take them
so personally. When in actual
fact, looking at it, I fucked up,
cleaned up my mistake and
carried on taking care of things
regardless. There is still a part
of me that thinks it’s all my fault
but actually I now realise I was
just a contributing factor to it all
going wrong. I just don’t have
that much power to make everything go wrong all of the time.
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Firebird by Ales Marek

I have been really resistant to
writing this piece for the newsletter, as the space which I am
occupying after coming out of
this role for the i Evolve programme has been a very familiar yet barely spoken about
vulnerable and fragile space.

Being Production Supervisor
for
The Foundation Course
by Dan Sherlock

It calls for an organised individual with a keen eye for detail.
Someone who can juggle with
and maintain their focus on several tasks at once. A penchant
for lists attached to clipboards
will serve a Production Supervisor particularly well.
I am not such a person.
I am the sort of person able to
spend the best part of a morning, and requiring full neuronal
support from my frontal cortex,
trying to print off correctly sized
paper name badges so that they
stop falling out of their plastic holders. I am someone who
would find such a role a challenge.

Article

And so it proved for the best
part of three months of my life.

the more times that we did, the
less the tragedy, comedy and
horror of our funny ol’ humanity
At times my capacity for makheld its emotional sway over us.
ing an unscaleable mountain out For me this meant being able to
of the most innocuous moleget on with the job with a little
hill surprised even myself. One
more lightness and much less
particular episode involving tea
fuss. Folding some aprons no
towels, counting and unfathom- longer had to trigger an existenable levels of stress is probably
tial crisis.
best consigned to the generative dustbin of shame.
From where I was standing Paul
just grew in stature. The gentleOf course I am exaggerating
ness with which he was able to
slightly; there was real hard
hold Production whilst never losgraft involved and a lot of blood, ing his commitment was humsweat and even tears. And
bling.
somehow with the unwavering
support of Paul Byers, a Produc- As the course drew to a close
tion Manager with an affection
there was an acknowledgment
for long exposition, the job got
that two participants would not
done.
be there at the end. I allowed
some space for the personal
Of all the obstacles we had to
sense of failure and disappointovercome - marauding ants,
ment that I felt because of this.
clocks with a subjective sense of
time, temperamental gas cylinBefore the very end there was
ders, whether to put an orange
an alignment of intent which
or lemon slice in the water jugs
allowed personal senses of fail- the most significant was our
ure, bitter judgements, petty
egos. The main problem bejealousies and countless other
ing that most of the time we
human foibles to dissolve. A
weren’t even aware there was a small space was held momenproblem. We were far too busy
tarily into which the delicate and
enrolling assistants and killing
beautiful emerged. There was
ants.
something joyous interwoven
with a pain just as deep. It ap(For anyone wondering, I did
peared to rest in my hands and
briefly question the Zen creI was allowed to shepherd it for
dentials of ant massacre before
the briefest moment. Somehow
dousing the little fellas in a aneverything that I knew about
other snowstorm of poison pow- caring was questioned.
der).
And then I had lunch, did bit
Paul and I had to face the less
more mopping and went home.
appealing sides of our personalities throughout the course. Yet

Maybe We Are Similar by Carly Ashdown

For those of you unfamiliar with
the role please allow me a few
lines to fill you in. The Production Supervisor is that tenacious soul who keeps a track of
all the things that need doing
and makes sure that they get
done. Thus, together with the
Production Manager, they are
responsible for the smooth running of the programme so the
participants can get on with the
important business of transformation. Responsibilities range
from ensuring that the chairs for
dialogue sessions are laid out
meticulously (evenly spaced,
thoroughly dusted, just the right
amount of curve to be inviting),
through worrying whether that
alarm is ever going to shut up
to sorting out taxis for participants.
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Simplicity

with unlikely candidates
You can make any situation as
complicated as you like. The
politics of choosing where you
shop, agreeing which film to
watch, deciding which country
to invade, which technology to
invest in, balancing interests, is
all so overwhelmingly complicated if we allow it to be. I used
to advocate rich complexity, and
still do to some extent, but it
struck me recently that simplicity is our more likely ally in life.
Let’s explore with a couple of
unlikely candidates.

interests of the people it was
elected to represent but the big
business they were in bed with.”
He concludes by suggesting
that what is needed is love and
spirituality. “The solution is all
around us and it isn’t political, it
is spiritual. Gandhi said: “Be the
change you want to see in the
world.””. It sounds so simple;
surely it must be more complicated than that?

a third eye, a vehicle for compassion, openness to a force unnamed that guides and connects
all things. But for God’s sake
(oops) let’s not name it otherwise we’ll be arguing for ever.

of the Arab spring, sweeping
across a culture, seizing on a
possibility for an alternative.
It makes me think of the internet: the single biggest new
tool in our world. We haven’t
realised the potential for the
So do we solve it all with love
internet until recently. What a
and spirituality? Surely not!
great world in which 8 billion
It’s far too complicated isn’t it?
people have a shared access
The world’s a mess. Governto our planet’s history, knowlments of the world are showedge, technology, language and
ing breathtaking inadequacy,
more. Children today will grow
The Archbishop of Canterbury,
deadlock in the US, infighting
with an innate knowledge of the
Rowan Williams, is another
in the UK and the world over,
internet’s fruits and its possicharacter who struck me rethere’s a democratic breakdown bilities for communication. Our
Russell Brand. Now he took a lot cently as a man of integrity
with only 38% of London votnetworks grow stronger and
of crack. He insulted entire naand clarity. I admire him for
ing in its recent mayoral elecwider with the greater possibiltions dressing up as Bin Laden,
consistently advocating toleration. There is widespread youth
ity for working together, collaboridiculed the drunken masses
tion and simplicity. He does, of
disenfranchisement the world
rating across borders cultures
of this country and took to the
course, include the Bible and
over. More than 50% youth
and humanising us on the way.
arts of sexual seduction as if
Jesus in the mix, and that’s his
unemployment in Spain and
I wouldn’t say the content of
human survival depended upon
job so fair enough and he goes
more in Arab countries. There’s
every tweet or Facebook mesit. An unlikely inspirational char- about it with such gentleness
a corrupt media misrepresenting sage embodies this possibility
acter. Brand wrote an article in
and humility that is inspiring.
stories laying deceit and moral
right now, but the sparks of optoxicity of the culture that cele- waste, that renewable energies
July 2011 on the London riots
I loved a letter he wrote to six
malaise at the heart of our culportunity are there, the journey
brates consumerism. “Too many must be adopted and that we
that really struck me. He is an
year old Lulu when she asked
ture, and we haven’t even men- is underway.
[of
us]”
he
writes
in
the
Guardineed
all
concentrate
on
educaeloquent fellow at the worst
him who had invented God. He
tioned the banking crisis with all
an
“
inhabit
a
world
in
which
the
tion,
gender
equality
and
susof times, and here he articureplied saying God wasn’t about
the derivative traders covering
All of which brings me back to
obsession
with
good
clothes
and
tainability.
lately and intelligently identiat the moment but he thought
themselves in glory, with not a
my friends Russell Brand and
accessories,
which,
against
a
fied the disenfranchisement,
God might reply to her like this:
single arrest to date. There are
Rowan Williams. It’s a complex
backdrop of economic insecurity But we’re in danger of making
the estrangement from society
“Nobody invented me. Lots of
so many issues to take up and
world of change and possibilit all very complicated again. In so many complex proposals and ity if we allow it, but there is
that London youth are feeling
people discovered me and were or simple privation, creates a
and the wider implications for a quite surprised. They discovered feverish atmosphere where sta- their own ways both these char- amendments and debates to
another way, and it is ethereal
tus falls and rises as suddenly
acters are advocating a focus
“culture that radiates ultraviolet me when they looked around
be having. But one of the most
because the tools to describe it
and destructively as a currency
on love and spirituality. Love to
consumerism and infrared ceat the world and thought it was
interesting ideas I’ve recently
are firmly entrenched in the old
market”. He obviously lacks the open our hearts to each other,
lebrity, where the only message really beautiful or really mysteheard is that the tools that get
ways of media, tribalism, diviacademic
diction
of
Brand
who
to
feel
into
the
beauty
that
we
getting in is that you are what
rious & wondered where it came
you into a problem are rarely
sion and power politics which
more
austerely
suggests
that
can
all
share
in;
spirituality
to
you wear, drive and watch”. The from. They discovered me when
the same as those that will get
makes it inadequate to describe
“contemporary
culture
is
a
pink
breathe
magic
into
our
world.
London riots were a crazy mothey were very quiet on their
you out of your difficulty.
something new. Through love
pony
trotting
through
the
world
But
let’s
attempt
to
take
spiritument, they shattered the cosy
own and felt a sort of peace and
and spirituality without the bagshitting pink glitter”. The Royal
ality without the baggage. Eveidea that we were all getting
love they hadn’t expected.” He
This makes me think of the Ocgage, through simplicity and
ryone has their own interpretaalong in this nice big metropoli- makes it all so simple and beau- Society recently published its
cupy and Uncut movements.
awe of beauty the rest will work
tion of spirituality. It’s Jesus for
tan tolerant city of ours. Never
tiful. A reminder that all ideas at report into the status of world
They operate without structures itself out. Like seeking clarity of
affairs and curiously, broadly
some, Mohammad for others, a
mind Denmark, there is sometheir core have something that
that governments recognise,
being before the haze of misdiagrees with Brand and Wiltree and gust of wind for oththing pretty stinky in the state
has the possibility to be shared
that coordinate responses and
rected action, if clear, the doliam’s assessment. That there
ers. Let’s reduce it to a feeling,
of our front door as well. Brand
by all.
actions and are manifesting
ing takes care of itself. Trust to
is
rampant
consumerism
that
is
with
no
tangible
details
that
we
suggests that there is “a sense
as an alternative idea, totally
love, to spirit, a connection with
unsustainable,
that
developed
can
disagree
upon
and
I
think
of not being invested in the
Williams also commented on the
anathema to the structures of
nature and community, to simnations
must
reduce
consumpwe
have
it.
Spirituality:
a
movedominant culture. That governriots of the summer of 2011,
governments with policies and
plicity, and the rest really will
tion,
change
their
relationship
to
ment
of
the
heart,
an
opening
of
ment exists not to look after the sharing Brand’s thoughts on the
bigwigs. It makes me think
work itself out.

Article

by Paul Byers
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The RA had dedicated one
full floor to Hockney’s dreamy
creations, displaying over 150
works, most of them produced
recently and all within the last
decade. The genre was dedicated to landscapes. Most of the
paintings were made outdoors
and depict the countryside in
a small Yorkshire town where
Hockney has lived for seven
years or more.

It was truly astonishing to witness and, as much as I tried, I
couldn’t grasp the moment of
transition. For me this mirrored
Once inside, although the
the idea of looking at the world
crowds remained a distinct disin parts (the everyday) and then
traction, I was overwhelmed by
seeing the world in its wholewhat I saw. The odd moment
when a painting could be viewed ness, where something outside
of the known can be accessed.
clearly was an astounding exIt seemed clear Hockney had
perience. Each oil painting was
achieve this in a most wondrous
about two metres high by five
way and all I could do was soak
metres wide and made up of
up the experience, willing as
eight canvases of astonishingly
much as possible to imprint it
beautiful landscape images:
in my memory. What I experiwheat fields, tree-lined counenced was Hockney taking the
try lanes and woodlands of the
everyday world and looking besame location painted in differyond the visible into a world of
ent seasons.
magic and beauty.

David
Hockney
A Bigger Picture
The Arts Pages

The pieces ranged from realistic
to abstract dreamy psychedelic.
There was a clear homage to
the greats such as Van Gogh
with the more expressionistic
pieces. I was absolutely blown
away by Hockney’s use of colour. What really caught my attention was that close-up his
paintings seemed to display
a childlike quality, a roughness and dullness which wasn’t
very impressive – yet when
viewed from a distance there
was a transformation to glorious
sharpness where the colours
took on an indescribable glow
making them look like they had
been backlit.

As well as his larger canvasses,
there were over fifty vibrant
images drawn on the iPad and
printed onto paper. These too
were magnificent in both use of
colour and beauty and I admired
Hockney’s use of technology to
experiment, but for me these
are not paintings as such –
although still art. I find something magical in the process of
placing paint onto canvas, so for
me they felt less impressive.
Spread throughout the show
were several A3 charcoal drawings of trees and old tree trunks
which displayed a much darker
quality. Beautifully executed and
captivating to look at, one had a
sense of the life and soul of the
tree, with a distinct nightmarish subtlety which captivated my
attention, and happily pulled me
in.
Finally, we joined a crowded
room to sit in front of eighteen
giant video screens showing the
fluctuating views in Woldgate
Woods, shot in high definition,
capturing every tiny detail. The
silent beauty of nature created a
sense of silence as the branches
danced past the cameras.
Over all, Hockney’s show was
truly something special, taking
the beauty of the natural world
and deploying a sense of joy
by making the invisible visible,
where one is able to access a
sense of beauty which remains
largely hidden from general
view. On leaving the show everyday objects had a sparkle and
the world around me seemed to
glow, as if lit from behind by a
subtle and mysterious light.

paintings by David Hockney

On arriving at the Royal Academy of Arts to see the David
Hockney’s exhibition I wasn’t
sure what to expect. I was overwhelmed by the number of people keen to get in, despite the
four-hour queue, which we eagerly skipped. I’d always quite
liked Hockney’s work but, perhaps naively, didn’t expect such
a vast audience.

by Carly Ashdown
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For me painting is a way to connect to a universal awareness which is
waiting to be explored. The process of painting allows for reflection of
my internal world and the outside world so that some sense of unity
can be achieved.
I am fascinated by what paint is capable of and its ability to seduce
the viewer through illusion. I am interested in exploring the interplay
between viewer and the painting, and the uniqueness of that relationship, in order to access ‘The deeply felt but unnameable’.
Carly Ashdown
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Indigo Cloud Lines
by the late great Gail Wylie, 23/03/1999
(Concord warrior & original editor of the Concord newsletter)

Jumping apple green seed trees
Caramel road winds
With elderberry sea.
Taste silver shrill strings

The Panther by Carly Ashdown

More than touch can bear
Like pale to dusk blue skies
Toned with pink, holding
Yesterday, today and tomorrow’s smile.
Click on the image above to hear Indigo Cloud Lines
by Mark Freegard, with harp performed by Jenny Crook
This piece evolved over a period of several months in between engineering recording sessions
for other folk (my day job) and out of a need to master particular music software. But it quickly
became a luxuriant place to come and meditate and meander around keyboard and sound library conjuring sounds to this melée. (I did learn a lot about the music software in passing). My
ego is telling me to tell you I had an expansive musical vision - interpreting the voices of angels
floating through my elevated body as I drift to indigo cloud lines scattered across some vast
Castanedian dreamscape calling me back into the arms of my great lost love.
But the truth is (?) I don’t know where this music comes from and I have absolutely no idea
what it means.
Thank you for listening.
Mark Freegard

The Arts Pages
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Be
by Nicole Selwyn

And this playful effervescence that lingers like a bubble
waiting to explode – this charming wondrous soul that
has been left unnoticed, neglected, rejected, ignored,
hidden. That charged energy wasted to deny what
there simply was and there simply still is. That time
spent to create a figure of emptyness; the dark shell;
this fiction that represented nothing – nothing but a
lie – a lie that no one needed to hear, no one needed to
see and from which nothing is gained.
A lie from a fool. A shallow fool with a shallow game
with rules that meant there would be no winner. The
cruel script written that chains the beauty from shining,
darkens the light.
But the fight is not lost because there never was a
fight. To fight is simply not to see and not to be.
Let it be.
Let the wave flow through and fill each cavity that
needs to be filled and each channel that needs to be
unblocked.
Be graceful.
And this grace that blows through you - like the humble
army that surrenders the futility of all that there has
been.

The Arts Pages

Eillean Donan Castle by Blandine Bardeau

And you are left with nothing. The quiet; the still. All
has been exposed and all that is left – the canvas; the
greatest nothingness that there could ever be – intangible, astounding. There is and never was – the soul
just is and needs to be and that is all it ever needed to
be.
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My Other Self
by Liz Moolan-Feroze

Daily Wife Mum, Lists and Responsiblities
Pack my bags up the lane I go
To re-connect to my other self
Time to be Liz, to peel back the layers and the years
No longer ‘committed to the burden’, at least for a few days
Get to the essence of my biology, my physicality, and my possibility
Finsbury Park Tube, once so unfamiliar, now feels like home,
Seven Sisters Road, so busy, so noisy, so peaceful at the end of it.
The smell of the building moves me, delicious meals ground into the
Fabric and now into our bodies,
How amazing to be cared for and listened to in this way!
Do I really matter this much to the world?
Passages of dark await me as I pass through moments of change,
Indecision and growth
There are flashes of pain, a loss – a blanket, a person, a job,
Then love, and a lighter touch before the churning bodily reaction begins again.
Don’t run away from it, breathe your way through it, feel your body
Living it, cook soup along with it, talk your way into it...
Everything’s breaking up, yet its still and calm inside

The Arts Pages

After the Fall by Carly Ashdown

From falling snow to brilliant sunshine we shed our clothing like we
Shed our old selves- the sap is rising and we are awakening
Love, Community, Safety and Sharing, anything is possible here –
Trust, let go, let things open up
Create the space, a New Place for Me, a new place to Be, and for
Greater authenticity.
No one said it would be easy.
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Red Butterfly by Ales Marek
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